
Stay Warm. Stay Safe.COLD
GEAR

Tingley Cold Gear Heat Retention, Insulating, Water Repellent Outerwear 

Engineered to provide superior comfort and safety in cold storage and freezer environments, Tingley Cold Gear uses 
premium heat retention technology with Thermo-ficient™ insulation to keep you protected in the toughest 
temperatures. 

n		Aluminum oxide Thermo-ficient™ lining reflects up to 70% of body heat for optimal heat retention

n		Heavy duty, water repellent, abrasion and tear resistant 420D Nylon shell material for 
     longer wear-life

Ideal Applications: For use in environments where warmth is desired for wearer safety and comfort in cold storage 
                                     and freezer environments.

ISO 9001 Certified

www.tingleyrubber.com   
1•800•631•5498 

Cold Gear Jacket
Overhead shoulder design for complete freedom of movement

Zipper/storm fly front with hidden snap closure

Tapered sleeve cuff with hook and loop take-up straps

1 exterior left chest zipper pocket

Two lined exterior handwarmer pockets

Tapered sweep with adjustable elastic drawcord to prevent risk of catching

Embellishment access zipper in rear sweep

Item #J28143

Detachable insulated hood with knit 
wind seal and throat guard

Two section exterior pen pocket located 
on the upper left sleeve with clear badge 

holder layered on top

Aluminum oxide Thermo-ficient™
 lining reflects up to 70% of body heat  

Interior pocket on the
 upper right with zipper closure

Our warmest protection for your coldest jobs.



COLD
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Item #O28243

Cold Gear Overall
Zipper storm fly front with hidden snap closure   

Two insulated fleece lined pockets

600D heavy duty leg cuff guards to prevent wear

  

Heavy duty black, elastic, adjustable 
suspender straps with connector and quick 

release buckles

Item #C28343

Cold Gear Coverall
Detachable insulated hood with knit wind seal and throat guard              

Zipper/storm fly front with hidden snap closure

Interior pocket on the upper right with zipper closure

Two lined exterior handwarmer pockets 

Tapered sleeve cuff with hook and loop take-up straps

Overhead shoulder design for complete freedom of movement

Two section exterior pen pocket located on the upper left sleeve with 

clear badge holder layered on top

Thigh height zippered side opening with storm flap for easy on/off 

located at each leg cuff 

Zippered chest pocket

Thigh height zippered side opening with 
storm flap for easy on/off located at each 

leg cuff              

600D heavy duty leg cuff
 guards to prevent wear             

Elasticized rear waist for comfortable fit

Exterior left chest zipper pocket 


